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Presently the subject site is a single parcel that encompasses approximately 10,500 square feet. The 
total frontage is 75’ that faces along Post Street located to the east of the site. To the west of the site is a 
public alley, this alley allows vehicle access to rear portion of the property and is presently accessible. 
The site is used as a single-family residential house which was constructed in 1949. This house fronts 
on Post Street, an accessory garage structure is located behind the single-family house. This garage 
structure is setback from the rear property line approximately 20’, this allows for vehicle parking in 
front of the garage structure. The existing drive aisle is placed to the south of the house and is accessed 
from Post Street. 

The subject property is located in the City Park Subdivision which was recorded in 1888. The City Park 
subdivision subdivides the lots into plats of land that measured 141’ long and 31’ wide. When the 
neighborhood was developed these tracts of land would often be consolidated to allow for a single-
family house to be constructed. At the time the neighborhood was developed there was no minimum 
lot width as the R-1-5000 district was codified in 1995. Because there was no minimum lot width when 
the neighborhood developed most lots are narrower than the required lot width of 50’. The lots to the 
south and north are approximately 40’ in width. The lots to the east of Post Street also have more 
narrow lots which range from 20’-50’ width. This is further discussed in Key Consideration 1 of this 
report. Additionally, the subject parcels within The City Park subdivision were consolidated before the 
site was zoned R-1-5000. The subject site encompasses 10,585 square feet, the maximum lot size in the 
R-1-5000 district is 7,500 square feet. This site is considered to be legal noncomplying as it was 
consolidated before the maximum lot size standard was in effect. Approval of the Planned 
Development would bring the site into greater conformance with the district in regard to lot size.

The requested Planning Development and the accompanying modifications would allow the lot to be 
subdivided into two separate lots. Each lot will allow for a single-family house and will provide space 

FIGURE 1: Property Location Map  
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for two parking stalls. The modifications would reduce lot and setback provisions for both proposed 
lots within the Burrola Subdivision. The requestions modifications include:

Exceeding the building coverage allowance from 40% to 50%.
A reduction of the required lot width from the required 50’ to 34’ 6” and 40’ 5”;
Reduce the required lot size from 5,000 square feet to 5,705 and 4,876 square feet;
and, a reduction of the required interior side yards from the required 4’/10’ to 2’8”/4’4”.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
The key considerations listed below have been identified through the analysis of the project.

1. Consistency with Applicable Master Plan Policies 
2. Consistency with the Zoning District and Modifications to Setbacks

Consideration 1 – Consistency with Applicable Master Plan Policies

The project site is located with the Westside Master Plan. The Westside Master Plan was adopted by 
City Council in 2014. This plan is a visioning document that identifies goals of the Poplar Grove and 
Glendale neighborhoods of Salt Lake City. One of the goals that is identified in this Master Plan is to, 
“Protect and encourage ongoing investment in existing, low-density residential neighborhoods while 
providing attractive, compatible and high-density residential development where needed, 
appropriate or desired”. The proposed Planned Development meets this goal as the proposal would 
allow for infill development while ensuring the density and configuration of the parcels and future 
development on the site is compatible with the surrounding single-family residential environment of 
the block along Post Street. 

The Westside future land use map identifies the site as part of the neighborhood designation. This 
designation doesn’t specifically regulate density but rather the type of uses recommended in this area. 
The emphasis of the neighborhood designation in the Westside master plan is stability as these areas 

FIGURE 2: Proposed Site Configuration  
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of the Burrola Subdivision is over 10,000 square feet for two single-family houses the intent of this 
standard within the R-1-5000 district is met. The second modification that is needed to subdivide the 
lot is a reduction in the required lot width. The R-1-5000 requires a minimum lot width of 50’, the 
proposed lot width is 40’ 5” for the established site and 34’6” on the created parcel. The purpose of a 
minimum is to regulate density and create uniformity within neighborhoods. It also ensures sufficient 
access to the site. As shown in figure 3 a narrower lot width than the standard is typical along Post 
Street and approving a reduced lot width will conform to the neighborhood. Additionally, the public 
alley to the west of the site allows for vehicle access to the rear of the lot, therefore sufficient access to 
the site and parking can be maintained off of the front yard area. 
 
Finally, the purpose of the side yard setbacks is to allow landscaping and a separation of structures in 
this district. It is also to create uniformity in the neighborhood. Landscaping on the site will still be 
provided through the front and rear yard setbacks that will meet the standard required in the R-1-5000 
district. Also, other houses along Post Street have reduced side yard areas. Structures to the south, 
north, and east of the subject site have a reduction in the side yard areas and in some cases are built to 
the property line. This is due to the age of the structures that were most likely built when setbacks were 
not required. 
 
All other zoning standards are being met and no further modification to the site plan is being proposed 
through a Planned Development review. 
 
It is staff’s opinion that the purpose of the Single-Family Residential (R-1-5000) zoning district is being 
maintained and that the standards for Planned Development are being met per further review in 
Attachment E of this report. 
 
 
 
DISCUSSION: 

Staff has found the proposed Burrola Subdivision will meet the intent of the R-1-5000 (Single-Family 
Residential) zoning district and other applicable master plans by maintaining the character of the 
neighborhood while providing additional housing in the City through a moderate increase in density 
on a site that allows for infill development. 
 
Overall, the proposed Burrola Subdivision better meets the intent of the West Side Master Plan and 
the city-wide Plan Salt Lake and the purpose of the zoning district. 
 
 
 
NEXT STEPS: 
 
Planned Development Approval 
If the planned development is approved, the applicant may proceed with the project after meeting all 
standards and conditions required by all City Departments and the Planning Commission to obtain 
all necessary building permits. A Preliminary Subdivision to subdivide the property is needed prior 
to the building permit being issued to begin construction on the site. 
 
Planned Development Denial 
If the design review is denied, the applicant cannot proceed with the project as proposed and cannot 
be subdivided to allow for another single-family dwelling on the site.  
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ATTACHMENT A:  APPLICANT SUBMITTAL AND       
INFORMATION 
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ATTACHMENT B: PRELIMINARY PLAT 
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ATTACHMENT C: SITE PHOTOS 

 
View of Site, 442 South Post Street 

 
 

 
View of 456 South Post Street; House to the South 
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View of 440 S Post Street; House to the North 
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ATTACHMENT G:  PUBLIC PROCESS AND COMMENTS  
 

 
Public Notice, Meetings, Comments 
The following is a list of public meetings that have been held, and other public input opportunities, related 
to the proposed project: 
 
 
PUBLIC PROCESS AND INPUT 
Timeline 

 The application was initially submitted on June 6th, 2020. 
 Once a complete application was submitted the application was accepted on February 11th, 2021. 
 The application was assigned to a planner on March 17th, 2021 were it was determined additional 

information would be needed for a full review of the Planned Development. 
 Notice of the proposal, and request for input, was provided to the Poplar Grove Community 

Council on June 8th, 2021. 
o No comments were received from the Community Council and there were no requests by 

the notified Community Councils to meet with Planning Staff or the applicant to discuss 
the application. 

 Early Notification mailings were sent out on June 8th, 2021 to property owners and residents 
within 300’ of all four corners of the project site. 

o No comments were received from the neighboring property owners or residents. 
 Public notice of the Planning Commission hearing was mailed December 3rd, 2021 to property 

owners and residents within 300’ of the subject site. 
 A public notice sign was posted on both frontages of the subject site on December 3rd, 2021. No 

further public comments were received before this report was finalized. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 




